: Redefining Oxford Public Realm

Overall Masterplan Visualisation

Historical identity and New Public Realm in Contemporary architectural design

“

To create an area with a distinctive identity and intensification for
both the residents and visitors that is strongly connected to Central
Oxford with a network of open spaces in between a diverse and
sustainable urban form.

“

- Studio II Vision -
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SUMMARY
The historic context of Oxford its possibility
in improving public realm. This analysis is
to find out how the project might be able to
improve the quality of public spaces, street,
etc, by actions like adding street furnitures,
avoiding inactive edges and opening up
garden space responsively.
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INACTIVE FRONTAGE

PERIMETER BLOCK DESIGN PROCESS
Residential (1 bed / 2 bed Flats)
Residential (3 bed / 4 bed Flats)
Commercial (Retail / Services)

Start with a 80m
Permimeter Block

Densify the block
vertically

Justify the height of
block to raise visual
richness

DESIGN EXPLANATION

D.O 1

Add stair/elevator
and outdoor
corridor to increase
the connectivity

Add family housing units in
the internal of the block which
can open up the build area

Divide the block with
opening to the street

Individual
gardenspaces is
added to rooftop

A Mixed use block is
formed

THE MASTERPLAN

DELIVER AN ACTIVE AND LIVELY URBAN ENVIRONMENT

1A. PLOT DISTRIBUTION
Block A accomodates hotel and residential uses
which provide diversity of housing units, including
studio, 1 to 4 Bed and service apartments to create
a more active community for different demands
including local families and tourists.

B

Block B is another mixed use block with commercial,
residential and business uses in order to provide
flexibility and diverse activity in the area.
Both blocks host business units to provide
a sustainable, convenient and walkable
neighbourhood.

C’

Block A

RESIDENTIAL

(Studio, 1Bed - 4 Bed)

SERVICE APARTMENT

(Flexible to turn into residntial use in the future)

B

COMMERCIAL

(Retail, Restaurant, etc)

A’

BUSINESS

(Offices, Conference Rooms, etc)

Block B

1B. STREET FRONTAGE
A

As the site is located as an entrance to Oxpens
Road, an active street frontage is necessary to
achieve a lively urban environment. In response
to the identity that Oxford has preserves, a few
consideration is noted when designing the street
frontage.

C

Although Oxford is a historic city and many buildings
are listed, this city welcomes contemporary
architecture styles and materials to interpret the
city frontages.
Moreover, the plot is designed into average 6.5m
- 8m for each ground floor retail units in order to
reference the existing Oxford’s shops, thus, to
accomodate diverse uses on the new Oxpens
Road.

B’

A
0m
Oxford High Street

50 m

D.O 3

ENHANCE THE CONNECTIVITY ACROSS THE SITE

3A. LEGIBILITY + WALKABILITY
The proposed Oxpens Road will be a key area of
Oxford due to its great connection to train station
and Oxford city centre.

Therefore, the street is designed to accomodate
the existing high vehicular demand. Meanwhile,
walkability and cycling are encouraged in the
design for a greater sense of connectivity and
healthy lifestyle.

D.O 4

MAXIMISE ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN THE
NEIGHBOURHOOD

4A. SUNLIGHT + SOLAR ENERGY
Alterations like setbacks, rotations in a block are
applied throughout the design to maximise the
sunlight in open space including the green corridor,
mid-level podium, balconies, roof garden also the
main living spaces.

For a sustainable development, solar panels are
installed on most of the roof for best access to
solar energy to compensate part of the energy
consumption in the area.

Solar Panels

Visual 1 - New Entrance for Oxpens Road

D.O 2

DELIVER DIVERSE PUBLIC AND SEMI-PUBLIC SPACE

2A. MULTI-LEVEL PUBLIC REALM
Multiple layers of public space is designed to strengthen
the public realm in Oxford. Green Corridor is the key
feature open space which enables walkability and a
new typology of ‘street’. The new open space aims to
provides a place for the community to gather and hold
different events like weekend markets or an outdoor
cinema.

Another design features is the Mid-Level Podium with
amphitheatre in Block A which provides another
flexible open space for different communal activities
in order to improve the public realm in this area.

Visual 5 - Bird View of New Oxpens Road

Block Design Process to Maximise Sunlight

3B. INTERNAL CIRCULATION

3C. NEW CONNECTION TYPOLOGY

4B. VENTILATION

For both Block A and B, the design proposed to
use a service core (lifts and stair) associated with
communal areas / corridors to maintain the internal
circulation.

A new Green Corridor is designed in this project
as a new public relam typology. This design aims
to strengthen the walking connection between
Oxpens Road and the Oxford city centre. The
idea is to provide a green pedestrian pathway
to provide a new social connection. Meanwhile,
there are plenty amount of street furniture and
lighting to ensure a better urban experience.

Spaces between buildings and open spaces
are used as buffer zones within a intense urban
environment in order to encourage better air
circulation.

Section of a Residential Building and Pocket Park (Section AA’)

D.O 5

Visual 2 - Green Corridor

5m

Diagram of Green Open space and Ventilation

Visual 6 - Green Corridor

Diagram of Internal Circulation within Block A

0m

CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT FILLED
WITH SENSORY EXPERIENCE

MAXIMISE ECONOMIC VIABILITY OF THE
INTENSIFIED DEVELOPMENT

D.O 6

5A. RESPONSIVE VISUAL RICHNESS

6A. DENSITY CALCULATION

Oxford is known for its strong historical
environment that developed over time.
Therefore, the new street frontages are
designed to respond to the traditional
urban form of the surroundings.
In
regarding to Oxford’s identity, elements
like forms, materials and heights, etc.
Gordon Cullen’s theory of Townscape
states that a city’s visual richness enhances
the experience in the urban environment.
Meanwhile, the serial vision below has
designed in a residential block in response
to the Oxford’s identity.

Visual 3 - Mid-Level Podium

BUILT AREA

NUMBER OF
RESIDENTIAL UNITS

330

1.2 Ha

2.4

720 ppH

Oxpens Road East Elevation (Section BB’)

6B. FINANCIAL SUMMARY

Within a high dense residential block, two types of semiprivate place are designed, communal corridors, also
known as ‘streets in the sky’ and poket parks on the
ground floor space. the use of level difference enhance
the sense of privacy in the block.

The overall scheme aims to strengthen the public
realm and connectivity in West End Oxford. A total
number of 330 new residential units are proposed in
a 1.4 Ha site with 0.3 Ha open spaces. This brings the
population density to about 720 ppH.
--The land price is relatively high in Oxford due to its
prime location surround by train station and the new
Westgate Area, etc. Therefore, the site has a great
potential to increase its value with a responsive and
intensified development.
--Since the main principle of this scheme is to deliver
public realm, the quality of open spaces is critical in
order to procide sufficient sunlight, ventilation, active
frontages, etc, the height and form of building are
restriced to a certain level.
--Residential use dominates most of the development.
Moreover, to support the diverse community,
ground floor spaces are reserved for retails units
and restaurants. Service apartments are designed
in the scheme in order to provide an alternative
choice for tourists as well as meet the high demand.
This typology has a high flexibility for the future
development as the apartments could be transfer
red to the residential market without paying extra
construction costs.

Moreover, the design aims to provides private open
space for individual units, balconies and roof gardens
in order to preserve a healthy and quality living
environment.

Visiual sequence from Oxpens Road to a Residential Block

5B. VEGETATION
To create unique sensory experiences,
vegetation can create a sense of nature
in different open spaces, both public, semiprivate and private roof space.
Apart from creating visual interest, trees
have the capacity to improve air quality
which brings upon a sustainable and better
urban environment for Oxford.
Moreover, a mixture of trees in various
heights are proposed to protect against
the wind in winter time, and creates shades
in summer.
Also, biodiversity is protected through
various vegetation across site which
provides shelters for different species.

HIGH DENSE
RESIDNTIAL BUILDINGS

POPULATION
DENSITY

Source : Oxford City Council

2B. SEMI-PRIVATE + PRIVATE OPEN SPACE

Visual 4 - Communal Corridor and Roof Garden

AVERAGE
HOUSEHOLD

Visual 7 - Vegetation Across Site

In regards to the housing distribution, a 60/40 ratio
of rental to sale residential properties is a proper
solution as the population is increasing with work-live
lifestyle, thus there are more smaller size housing units
(studio, 1Bed and 2Bed) in this scheme to meet the
market’s demand. Meanwhile, the rent gaining from
the business development, including offices and
retail, can support the longer term development.

BREAKDOWN OF OVERALL SCHEME
RESIDENTIAL

16,680 m2
STUDIO
1 BED
2 BED
3 BED
4 BED

97
104
71
31
27

SERVICE
APARTMENTS

1,240 m2

COMMERCIAL

2,200 m2

BUSINESS

2,950 m2

~ 85 Units

ACHIVED RESIDUAL LAND VALUE

£11,898,645 / Ha

MID LEVEL
PODIUM

RESIDENTS’
COMMUNAL CORRIDORS

NEW OXPENS
ROAD
POCKET
PARKS

PRIVATE ROOF
GARDEN

AMPHITHEATRE

Sectional Persepective of The Overall Scheme {Section CC’)
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